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Overview 
This document captures the choices we made in February 2011 around the 2010 Next Generation 

Data Center design process. See [scrubbed] for detail. 

Centrally Managed Fibre Channel Network 
We will build a centrally managed Fibre Channel network, with a pair of campus core Fibre 

Channel switches and a pair of Fibre Channel switches in each data center hosting Fibre Channel 

hosts, likely J4-401, G20, and DF-120. 

Shrink the Layer 2 Fault Domain 
We will configure data center Ethernet switches to offer multiple VLANs to each host, and hosts 

will pick the VLAN to which they want to belong.  If a host does not select a VLAN, the 

switches will place the host into that data center’s standard/commodity VLAN. 

 

Which VLANs we will make available in data centers, how they will be used, and whether or not 

their interactions will be bounded by VRFs is a decision yet to be made, ideally by the Ops 

Review community. 

One Subnet Between Two Data Centers 
We will not do this. 

Use Transport to Enforce Security Policy 
We will not do this. 

Dual Supervisor Cards 
We will not do this. 

Top of Rack or Center of Room 
We will continue to deploy a pair of Center of Room Ethernet switches to deliver standard data 

center connectivity.  Where the cost savings make sense, we will deploy separate / single 

Ethernet switches to support management interface connections. We will handle HPC 

installations separately, typically with single Ethernet switches or possibly cascaded top-of-rack 

switches. 

 

Electronics Vendor 
We will continue to use Cisco for data center switches; we will consider alternate vendors for the 

lower-end applications (management interfaces and HPC). 
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Power 
We will deliver 200-240 VAC to each cabinet. 

Cabling 
We will deliver the following to each cabinet. 

 Forty-eight (48) ports of Cat 6, installed in two 1RU panels (24 ports each) near the top of 

each cabinet. 

 Forty-eight (48) strands of OM-4 50 micron multi-mode glass, in a 2RU panel (MPO cables 

terminated on MPO cassettes) near the top of each cabinet, with space in the panel for an 

additional forty-eight (48) strands, to be pulled in the future if needed. 

 

Each cabinet's copper cabling will be terminated on two backboards, physically separated from 

one another (the 'a' backboard and the 'b' backboard, each terminating twenty-four ports of 

copper from each cabinet). 

 

Each cabinet's glass cabling will be terminated on a single Optical Distribution Frame within the 

room, separated into an ‘a’ side and a ‘b’ side, each terminating twenty-four strands of glass 

from each cabinet. 

 

 


